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Abstract

Proficiency in the planet’s ‘corporate language’ – perhaps ultimately English –will soon define each 

person’s place on Earth…and beyond (Fischer, 1999:205).

There are different varieties of Englishes world-over. Indian English has been categorized as one of 

these varieties. In India itself Indian English is not a monolith. There are several varieties used in 

different parts of India. Indian English (IE) is a new dialect of English with millions of speakers 

worldwide. English, spoken as a second language in India, has developed distinct sound patterns. 

This paper looks at whether the English used in a code mixed text bears traces of the L1. This paper 

also discusses the importance of teaching correct English at an early age. The factors that could 

influence the English pronunciation are age of acquisition of L1 and L2, frequency of use of the two 

languages, the educational background and the amount of exposure to English. This paper tries to 

reveal both the phonetic and phonological influences of IE speakers’ native language on their 

accent in IE. 

INTRODUCTION 

Metropolitans are miniatures of globalized world. People from all over the country settle in metro 

cities making the culture and language hybrid. Bi/multilingualism is usual in metropolitan cities. 

When languages come in contact code mixing is a common phenomenon. A mixture of Tamil and 

English is heard in the communication of Chennaiites. Be it films, magazines, advertisements or 

casual conversations the hybridized metropolitan Tamil is making its way through the youngsters of 

Chennai. Urban youngsters coin new and trendy idioms either to hide their incompetency in the 

language or to show that they are up-to-the-minute. They just see it fashionable to use a mix of all. 

The hybridized language is the consequence of Chennai becoming a cosmopolitan. 

Mixed language is a result of language contact and socio-economic, psychological factors. This is 

linked to identity, behaviour and attitudes. If two languages interact with one another, it is 

inevitable that each of them influences the lexis, pronunciation etc. of the other. The mixing of 

foreign words always entails their phonetic modification. There are sure to be foreign sounds or 

accentual peculiarities that do not fit the native phonetic habits. They are then changed according to 



the native phonetic habits. Nevertheless, we know that languages do influence each other in 

phonetic respects, quite aside from the taking over of foreign sounds with borrowed words.

LITERATURE REVIEW

There is considerable evidence that fluent bilinguals suffer a certain degree of cross-language 

interference, which varies according to the age of language acquisition, linguistic  proficiency, and 

as words become more orthographically, phonologically and semantically similar. Green and 

Newman (1985) feel that there are very few bilinguals who speak both the languages with equal 

mastery. Some speak one language with the accent of their second language. When a bilingual 

converses, it is argued that there is interference of the two languages. Phonetic interference is the 

misapplication or substitution of an L1 in L2. The characteristics of a first language largely 

determine speech production in a second, non-native language. 

The amount of L1 used is also an important variable in determining the perceived foreign accent in 

an L2 (Flege et al, 1995; Guion et al, 1999, 2000; Piske et al., 2001). Exposure plays a significant 

role in the way phonological information is represented in the mental lexicon. Some other important 

variables that influence the phonological variation are the age of acquisition, context of acquisition 

and amount of experience (Pallier et al, 2001; Weber and Cutler, 2004). Several studies have stated 

that the dominant language influences the process of lexical access in the second language.  

Annamalai (2001) states that a new set of phonemes are introduced in the mixed language. The 

mixed language consists of the phonemes of the base language and the source language. Moreover, 

the integrated loans are pronounced either as they are in the source language or as they are in the 

base language, thus introducing variation in the phonological system of the mixed language. 

Wiltshire and Harnsberger (2006) investigated the differences between two groups of speakers 

whose native languages were different, (Gujarati and Tamil) to evaluate to what extent Indian 

English accents are based on a single target phonological-phonetic system (i.e., general Indian 

English), and/ or vary due to transfer from the native language. The results reveal both phonetic and 

phonological influences of Indian English speakers’ native languages on their accent in Indian 

English. Their study revealed that the Guajarati English and Tamil English vowels closely resemble 

the General Indian English model, rather than the American English or RP model.  

Most of the studies mentioned above have investigated the influence of the other language, while 

speaking in one. Very few studies have observed the influence of the languages involved in the 

context of mixing. The present study makes an attempt to study the influence of the L1 on the L2 in 

the context of code mixing.  

L1 USE EFFECTS IN TAMIL-ENGLISH BILINGUALS



Like other phonological features, articulation is subject to interference in the speech of a bilingual. 

To verify this, an analysis was done at the phonological level. This includes many of the features of 

interference, popularly identified as comprising a foreign accent. The foreign element may be a unit 

of articulation. The modification may also take the form of the introduction of new phonemes from 

one language into another for the lack of it in one language.

Phonological Mixing

The data reveals both phonetic and phonological influences of Tamil on English words used in code 

mixing. The recorded language output shows an influence of the mother tongue on the English 

words used in Tamil discourse. Even in proficient English speakers there seems to be some 

influence of the mother tongue on their English pronunciation. The English element in the mixed 

language seems to have undergone a little modification - its pronunciation is identical to 

monolingual Tamil speech. It is the English contribution that has been modified and adapted in a 

number of interesting ways. This is the focus of the description in the following paragraphs. The 

examples are drawn from the recorded data. 

It was found that there is a strong influence of Tamil in the phonemic realization of these English 

words. Some English words are uttered the way a Tamil word is pronounced. Tamil is a syllable 

timed language, compared to English which is a stress-timed language. Tamil speakers utter each 

and every syllable of English as is done in Tamil. Tamil speakers’ English has retroflex stops. 

Voiceless stops in the initial position are often aspirated by Tamils speaking English. However, in 

Tamil, aspiration is not phonemic. It is unlikely that a voiceless-voiced distinction can be accounted 

for by L1 transfer for Tamil speakers, given that Tamil lacks a voiced-voiceless contrast. 

The problem at the phonological level interference concerns the manner in which a speaker 

perceives and reproduces the sounds of one language. Interference arises when a bilingual identifies 

a phoneme of the L2 with one of the L1 and in reproducing it, subjects it to the phonetic rules of the 

L1 (Haugen, 1950). The degree of L1 (Tamil) interference on L2 (English) could be because of the 

degree of exposure and use of L1 or vice versa. It is being argued that if the speaker is a fluent 

bilingual with a high level of exposure to English and uses it more frequently, he attempts to 

reproduce the borrowed morpheme with its original sounds. On the other hand, a less fluent 

bilingual, with a low level of exposure to English and a lesser amount of use, is more likely to 

produce the words in the (Tamil) native phonetic and phonemic pattern. 

When speaking in the second language, the bilingual may treat all or some of the foreign phonetic 

features in terms of those of his first language. Thus, a proficient bilingual renders the word ‘cross’ 

as /krɔs/, whereas the less proficient pronounces it as /kra:s/. The phoneme /ɔ/ is substituted by /a:/, 



because /ɔ/ is not a Tamil phoneme. Similarly, a less proficient Tamil-English bilingual uses /bai/, 

instead of /boi/ and uses /pǽn/ in place of /fǽn/. Some Tamil-English bilinguals equate the English 

/f/ with the Tamil /p/ as Tamil does not have the phoneme /f/. As a consequence of the introduction 

of numerous English words in a fully or even partly assimilated form, changes have taken place in 

the way they have been pronounced in Tamil speech. These have been classified here and analyzed 

as - insertions, distortions, substitutions, omissions and emphasis. 

Insertion

Insertion is a phonetic realization where an extra sound is inserted or added to the existing word. A 

segmental is added when it is not available in a language. Annamalai (1975) observes the insertion 

of [u] is a phonological rule and the inserted [u] is a phonetic segment and does not have any 

meaning of its own. Example - Stone + u = stonnu

Distortion

Distortion is a phonetic realization different from the target, but not so different as to be interpreted 

as a different phoneme.

1. Road =Road + la= roatla
2. Road + kku = raotukku
3. Road + e= roate

In the borrowed word ‘road’, the voiced alveolar stop d becomes a voiceless alveolar (/d/=/t/). This 

is because Tamil does not distinguish between these two phonemes as in English. 

Substitution

When a speaker is using a second language, there is a well attested tendency to assimilate the 

segmentals of that language towards equivalents in the native language (see Weinreich, 1953). 

Substitution is a realization that is interpreted as a different phoneme or as a sound totally outside 

the expected system of the language. The data had evidence for sound substitution where the 

phoneme of English was substituted with a Tamil phoneme, as in the case of ‘horn’ illustrated 

below. Example- horn - /hɔn/ - /ha:ran/ -/ɔ/ is substituted by /a:/ because /ɔ/ is not a Tamil 

phoneme. In the example above one can clearly observe the substitution or replacement of one 

sound for the other. 

Omission

Omission is a phonemic realization where a particular sound is not articulated while speaking. In 

this, one or more English segmentals are lost. For example, in the example below, the consonant 

cluster ‘dr’ occurring in the English word ‘driver’ does not occur in Tamil. Hence, one of the 



consonants gets deleted when the speaker utters it. Similarly, example 2, shows the omission of ‘h’ 

which is not a native phoneme for a Tamil speaker. 

1) Driver -diver - /r/ omitted 

2) Help -elp - /h/ omitted 

Emphasis  

As stated earlier, Tamil is a syllable-timed language. Hence most of the Tamil speakers utter each 

and every syllable in English with emphasis. /r/ which is silent or hardly pronounced in English is 

emphatically uttered by a Tamil speaker. Example: Horn- /ha:ran/. When elements from one 

language are embedded in another, one would expect these elements to be influenced by the 

surrounding language. 

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 

It appears from the findings that bilinguals develop two separate phonological systems that interact. 

A phoneme may be acquired in one language but not in the other. It is also realized that bilinguals 

are aware of the constraints of each language’s phonological system. The language output shows 

that the Tamil phonological pattern is in the mind in a bilingual situation. The majority of English 

words in the code mixed text seem to be influenced by the L1. 

There is significant difference in the level of exposure of those who acquired the second language 

early and those who acquired it late. Those who acquire English early are those who have more 

exposure to English. Those who acquire English early tend to use English more than those who 

acquire the second language late. Exposure to English through parents, through the media and 

college positively correlate with the use of English.  This shows that the higher the exposure to a 

language the more the use of it while speaking.

This study also shows early exposure to the second language correlates strongly with the use of 

English. The ‘critical period hypothesis’ states that the earlier the exposure to languages the better 

the fluency in those languages. If language input does not occur until within the critical time, the 

individual will never achieve a full command of the language. Several studies have proved that the 

age of exposure is a significant variable when dealing with the study of languages. The age in 

which the students are exposed to English also determines the use of this language in various 

contexts. Students who are exposed to English at an early age have a longer duration of contact with 

the language. The more one is exposed to English the more one tends to use it. The earlier the 

exposure to a language the earlier is the acquisition. 



The context of acquisition (age and manner) of languages is also an important cognitive aspect that 

needs to be understood in the context of code mixing. Language is learnt formally and consciously 

in educational settings whereas it is acquired in an unconscious manner in ordinary circumstances 

when one is naturally exposed to language. Age is one of the most significant factors in a speaker’s 

choice of language in various situations. The early acquisition of the second language makes one 

use it more frequently in a mother tongue conversation. At the same time, the earlier one acquires 

the second language the better will be the pronunciation and the lesser will be the influence of the 

first language on it. The earlier one is exposed to the languages, the better the phonological 

processing. Those who learn the second language late (that is after the critical period) tend to mix 

the phonology of the mother tongue in the vocalization of the second language. 

The manner of learning (formal and informal) also influences the language production. In India, 

children acquire and learn their mother tongue at home, whereas they learn the second language in 

school. The learning of English in India takes place because it is a government sponsored 

institutional arrangement and the students tend to learn it in a formal school setting. Exposure to 

English even in an informal way helps acquire the language. This may occur through exposure to 

English at home and through media (watching television, reading newspapers etc.), or talking to 

people who speak English.
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